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Baer*-semigroups are regarded as the main abstract structures for an algebraic 
analysis of complex fuzzy events in generalized probability theory. This assumption 
is verified in the case of classical probability theory in the framework of measure 
and integration theory. The corresponding fuzzy language is extended to the non- 
commutative probability theory based on operators in Hilbert space. 
Starting from a quantum information system a quantum probability space is con- 
structed, which is naturally embedded in a classical information system. In this last 
both exact than fuzzy quantum events are represented as classical fuzzy events. 
Lastly, the classical fuzzy events which correspond to exact quantum events are 
characterized by some minimality properties, 1 IYX7 Acadcm~ Prerr. Ini 
1. INTRODUCTION 
In this work the algebraic properties of “fuzzy” events, both in classical 
than in quantum information systems, are taken into account in agreement 
with the consideration that an algebraic analysis of fuzzy theory may be 
relevant for a deeper understanding of the connection between fuzzy and 
exact events. 
A classical information system is essentially based on a o-algebra &7(r) of 
subsets of a non-empty set r. The set f is interpretable as the phase space 
of the physical system and 8(T) as the collection of the exact events of the 
information system. 
The a-algebra of all exact events a(r) is identified with the set n(r) of 
all corresponding characteristic functionals, preserving the algebraic struc- 
ture of orthocomplemented distributive a-lattice. 
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A formalism of the generalized characteristic functionals or “fuzzy” 
events is developed here in such a way as to allow the construction of a 
suitable mathematical calculus. 
The main results in this direction are substantially two: 
(a) The set of all fuzzy events is a commutative Baer*-semigroup 
with trivial involution and Brouwerian complementation. 
(b) The set of all fuzzy events is a weak (non-degenerate) orthocom- 
plemented distributive a-lattice. 
However, the structure (a) of Baer*-semigroup is an invariant in any 
classical information system based on the couple (r, B(T)), whereas the 
ordering relation which is involved in (b) depends strictly on the particular 
collection of finite measures on W(f) representing the procedures, perfor- 
med with macroscopic apparatuses, which prepare ensembles of physical 
systems under well defined and repeatable conditions. 
As shown in [ 1 ] one can provide in various ways convenient ordering 
relations for the point (b) by a different suitable choice of the set of all 
preparation procedures. Thus one may obtain poset structures with dif- 
ferent properties: orthomodular poset, lattice, distributive lattice, 
orthomodular lattice, and so on. 
The stability of the structure of Baer*-semigroup induces a deeper 
investigation of the point (a). 
Exactly, once introduced the set of all complex fuzzy events as a 
generalization of the standard notion of fuzzy set, it is shown that: 
(a-i) The set of all complex fuzzy events is a commutative Baer*- 
semigroup with non-trivial involution and Brouwerian complementation. 
The closed projections of this Baer*-semigroup are just the exact events 
from n(r), moreover the Baer*-semigroup of fuzzy events is a sub-Baer*- 
semigroup of the set of complex fuzzy events. 
We shall remember that a standard result of the theory of commutative 
Baer*-semigroups is that the set of all its closed projections is an 
orthocomplemented distributive lattice, according to the real structure of 
n(r) c4,51. 
Successively, the various structures of a quantum information system 
based on a (complex, separable, and infinite dimensional) Hilbert space .X 
are studied to seek the formal analogies with the classical case. 
It is well known that the collection E(X) of all subspaces, i.e., closed 
linear manifolds, of .F is assumed as the set of all quantum exact events 
and from the algebraic point of view a(&!‘) is an orthocomplemented 
orthomodular complete lattice. a(Z) is identified, preserving the algebraic 
structure, with the set n(X) of all orthogonal projections on 2”. 
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The analogy with the classical case induces us to define as a quantum 
fuzzy event any bounded operator F on 2 such that 0 d F< 1 obtaining 
two important results: 
(Qa) The set of all quantum fuzzy events is a partial Baer*- 
semigroup, i.e., a semigroup in which the multiplicative operation is defined 
for couples of commutative elements only; the involution is the trivial one 
and the Baer*-complementation is a transposition on the operator algebra 
of the classic Brouwerian complementation. 
(Qb) The set of all quantum fuzzy events is a weak non-degenerate 
orthocomplemented poset. 
The complex quantum fuzzy events are introduced reproducing the 
classic approach and they turn out to be a particular subclass of the set of 
all linear, bounded operators on ,X. Moreover, in the quantum case we get 
that: 
(Qa-i) The collection of all quantum complex fuzzy events is a (non- 
commutative) Baer*-semigroup with non-trivial involution and generalized 
Brouwerian complementation. 
The closed projections of this Baer*-semigroup are just the set n(X) of 
all orthogonal projections on 2”. 
The general theory of Baer*-semigroups assures us that the set of 
corresponding closed projections has the structure of an orthocomplemen- 
ted orthomodular lattice, in accordance with the real structure of n(X) 
14, 51. 
Therefore, we can conclude that Baer*-semigroups are the more suitable 
algebraic structures for describing complex fuzzy events of an information 
system. The difference between the classical and the quantum case is in the 
behaviour of the corresponding Baer*-semigroup, which is commutative in 
the first case and non-commutative in the second one. 
This non-commutativity of operators algebra. which is physically linked 
to the non-simultaneous measurability, is in a certain sense inherited by the 
algebraic structures of the set of quantum fuzzy events, where the mul- 
tiplicative operation is only partially defined, and by the set of closed pro- 
jections which is a weakly distributive lattice. 
2. CLASSICAL INFORMATION SYSTEM 
In this section we introduce classical information systems in an abstract 
phase space, in such a way that they turn out to be a generalization of 
classical mechanics rather than classical statistics. The several considered 
structures are singled out with the aim of underlining the formal analogies 
with the quantum information systems in Hilbert spaces that we deal with 
in the following sections. 
For a classical information system we mean a triplet 
(1; cf’(l‘), Y;(r)) 
where: 
(a) I’ is a non-empty set which represents the phase space of the 
physical system. 
(b) fi(l-) is a a-algebra of subsets of I- which represent the classic 
exact events. 
(c) :/k(r) is the set of all non-normalized Dirac measures pt. 
generated by the points .Y of the phase space: 
Any point .v of the phase space represents a “state” of the physical 
system; the elements p”, E YP(r) can be interpreted as “preparation 
procedures,” performed by macroscopic apparatuses, which provide ensem- 
bles of physical systems exactly in the state .Y. In the following the nor- 
malized Dirac measures ,u: will be more simply denoted by pY. 
An element E of a(r) can be regarded as the exact event “the state of the 
physical system belongs to the subset E of the phase space” and the real 
number 
(1) 
.Y $ E 
.YE E 
is the membership functional of various states with regard to exact events. 
From a probabilistic point of view, (1) can also be interpreted as the 
occurrence probability of the event E when the system is prepared 
according to the state X. In the same way, let f: I---+ @ be any 
A(f)-measurable mapping, then we can extend the ( 1) according to 
which is exactly the value assumed by the functional f in the state x of the 
phase space. Later we shall give a physical interpretation of this result. 
The set of all classical exact events can be considered, from the ordering 
point of view, as a structure (8’(r), a, r, C, .‘) of Boolean orthocom- 
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plemented a-lattice with respect to the usual set inclusion and set 
orthocomplementation [ 11. 
More exactly, s is a partial ordering relation on a(Z), i.e., it satisfies the 
conditions: 
(or-i) EzE for every E E a(f) 
(or-ii) E,GE, and E, E E, imply E,=E, 
(or-iii) E,cE, and E,GE, imply E,cE, 
The poset 8(r) is bounded by the elements QJ and f according to the 
statement: @ c E c f for any E E 6(f). Moreover, for every countable 
family {E,,: n E N } of elements of &(I-) there exists the 1.u.b. and the g.1.b. 
with respect to the order relation, i.e., we have that 
(01-i) i,’ Et, = u Et, 
(o-l-ii) ~E,=(-jE,,. 
In this way a(r) is a o-lattice. 
The complementation mapping ‘: a(f) + a(f), which assigns to any 
element E from 6(r) its complement EC = f/EE&(f), is an orthocom- 
plementation, since the following obvious properties hold: 
(oc-i ) E=E” for every EE a(f) 
(oc-ii) E,sE2 implies E”, c E; 
(oc-iii) EA EC=@ for every Ee&(f). 
It is well known that every orthocomplementation induces an 
orthogonality relation defined by 
(og) E,IEz iff E, c ES (or equivalently E, c ET) 
and in our case the orthogonality relation is equivalent to the fact that the 
two events are disjointed: E, A E, = 0. 
One of the most important properties of the set of all events F(T) is that 
any couple {E,, E2} is mutually compatible, i.e., there exist three events 
i,, E2, E,, mutually orthogonal among them, such that 
E, = l?, v E, and E2=& v E, 
where, of course, E, = E, A E,, 8, = E,\ E2, g2 = E2\E,. The compatibility 
relation is denoted by 4, and then 
(corn) El H- E, for every E,, E, E b(f). 
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Finally, the following mutually equivalent distributive properties are easy 
to prove: 
(d-i) E, v (E2 A &)=(E, v 17~) A (E, v E,) for every E,, E2, E, 
(d-ii) E, A (El v E,)=(E, A E2) v (E, A E,) for every E, , E2, E, 
We shall denote by Ah(r) the set of all mappings ,f: r + @ which are 
bounded and d(f)-measurable. For any ,f’~ IL(r) the numerical range 
r( ,f ) is defined as 
t;(r) is a C*-algebra with respect to the usual operations 
(w-i ) 
(op-ii) 
(op-iii) 
(.f’l +.f;)(-xl := .f;(-y) +M-r) 
(qf)(x) := a..f’(x) 
U’, .h)(.x) := .f;(-~)vz(-~L 
the involution 
(in) f,;(r) --+. $,(I’), .f’A.f‘” 
where f*(x) := ,f(x) is the complex conjugate of ,f(.v), and the norm 
(no) ~I,f’ll, := supj~f’(.Y)~:.uEf}. 
We shall denote by 
&(I-):= ;.fE.IJr):.l’=J‘*} 
the set of all bounded self-adjoint elements from I Vi(r). The bounded 
observables of the system are represented by the elements of O,,(T) and 
obviously we have the following algebraic properties: 
(ob-i) (f, + f2) E Lih( f) for every .f; , fi E &AI) 
(ob-ii) (xJ‘) E &(I) for every x E R’ and everyfe Q,(I) 
(ob-iii) (.f, ..f2) c 4(U for every .f,, .fi E GAO. 
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Setting p(r( S) = J,.f’&k,, we can rewrite (2) as 
(2-i) 
which, in the case of an observable ,~CS C!&(r), can be assumed as the mean 
value of the observable f in the state X. Equation (2-i) tells us that this 
mean value is exactly the value assumed by the observable f in the point x 
of the phase space. 
This result confirms our interpretative rule of ,u: as a preparation 
procedure of the system exactly in the state .Y and then the mean values are 
the values assumed by the various observables in the states of the phase 
space. 
Given EE G”(T), the characteristic functional of the event E is the 
functional xE defined as 
&.(I) : = 
1, x $ E 
0, x E E. 
The functional xtr can be considered as an orthogonal projection since it 
satisfies the conditions 
(d-i 1 xE is a measurable mapping 
(pj-ii) xE is bounded with r(xE) G (0, 1 } 
(pj-iii) xs is self-adjoint i.e., xz = xE 
(pj-iv) xE is idempotent, i.e., xt = xE. 
The collection of all events 6(f) is identified with the set of all charac- 
teristic functionals I7( f ), 
n(r) := {XE: EEcqf)}, 
once we consider the bijection 
Obviously, the orthocomplemented ordered structure on b(T) is translated 
into the set n(I) by the algebraic rules 
(or) 
(oc) 
(E, E Ed f-f (xE, =x&, . xEJ = (xE, G xd 
(EC) - (1-XE) 
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Notice that the set of all bounded self-adjoint observables is an ordered 
real linear space once it is equipped with the ordering relation 
(or) .h Gfz iff ,f,(x) <,fz(x) for all x E f. 
This ordering is generated by the convex cone of all positive elements 
since 
cih+(f) := ;.fEIgr):,f>o) 
.h G.f2 iff (f2-,f;)6fi;(r). 
Of course, the restriction of this ordering relation to n(r) is just the 
previously introduced (or) relation. 
3. FUZZY EVENTS IN CLASSICAL INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
In the previous section we have identified any exact event E E &(r) of a 
classical information system with the corresponding characteristic 
functional or membership function xE, which can also be considered as the 
yes-no observable associated to E. 
The set E is the certainly yes domain of the yes-no observable xE, i.e., the 
collection of all points x of the state space r for which xE(x) = 1, and EC is 
the cerrainfy no domain of xE, i.e., the collection of all states x of the phase 
space for which xE(x) = 0. 
Quoting Zadeh [ 10, 111, we can define a fuzzy event as an event with a 
continuum of grades of membership. More precisely, “a fuzzy event rp in I- 
is characterized by a membership 6(T)-measurable function q(x) which 
associates with each point in r a real number in the interval [0, 11, with 
the value of cp at x representing the grade of membership of x in q.” 
In this manner, “the notion of a fuzzy event is a convenient point of 
departure for the construction of a conceptual framework . . [which] . . . 
provides a natural way of dealing with problems in which the source of 
imprecision is the absencc~ of sharply defined criteria of class mem- 
bership... .” 
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To any fuzzy event cp we associate (see [ 31): 
(1) The certainly yes domain g(q) := cp-‘({ I}); 
(2) The certainly no domain 5$,((p) := cpP1({O}); 
(3) The indeterminate domain @‘((O, 1)). 
Therefore, the notion of “belonging,” which plays a fundamental role in 
the case of ordinary events, does not have the same role in the case of fuzzy 
events. More exactly, one can say that “x belongs to q” iff q(x) = 1; “x 
does not belongs to 50” iff q(x) = 0; and “x has an indeterminate status 
relative to cp” iff 0 < q(x) < 1. 
Since a fuzzy event is a &(I’)-measurable function whose numerical range 
is contained in the unit closed real interval [0, 11, generalizing this notion 
we define as complex fuzzy event any d(f)-measurable complex valued 
function $6: r+ @ whose numerical range is contained in the unit closed 
complex circle. 
Denoting by g(r) the collection of all complex fuzzy events and by 
F(f) the collection of all fuzzy events from our classical information 
system, we have that 
hm), 0, 1, ., *I 
is an involutive commutative semigroup with zero and unit, with respect 
to: 
(a) Multiplicative operation, since (4, g2) E &(f) for any couple of 
elements +, , gz E g(r), moreover, the following properties are satisfied: 
(v-i) @‘~@2=@z~ci)I 
(pr-ii) ~I’(ci)z.ci~)=(~l.~2).~3 
(pr-iii) @.O=O for every C$J E @( ZJ 
(pr-iv) (jj.l=@J for every (?, E g(r) 
(pr-v) @.($X0 implies @ = 0. 
(b) Involution, since @I* ~#(f) for any Ed@ where c$* is the 
complex conjugate of @; moreover the following statements hold: 
(in-i) (qj*)* = qj 
(in-ii) (4,. (q* = @z*. qj: = @f 4:. 
In the same way, the collection of all fuzzy events 
(F(r), 0, 1, ., id) 
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is a commutative semigroup with zero and unit, whose involution is the 
identity mapping id: B(I) + .9(f) defined as id(cp) = q. 
Of course, .9(r) is a subsemigroup of.@(f) which contains the poset of 
all exact events; moreover, its elements are also observables of the classic 
information system. 
The set of all complex fuzzy events @(I-) is related to the set of all fuzzy 
events F(r) by the canonicalfuzzy mapping 
B(r) +.9(f), qj + IQjj = ((j*. (j)“” 
which satisfies the obvious properties for every 4, @,, eZ E Z@(r) 
UP-i) I ISI I = I@ 
(fp-ii) I@, .ezt= Iczll . I& 
(fp-iii ) I$*1 = Id* = Id. 
Let us now consider the set of all complex fuzzy events 
mn, 0, 1, .> *, I I ). 
From the general theory of involutive semigroups we know that it is 
possible to introduce the set of all semigroup projections P(I), defined as 
Y(f) := {psqf): X*=X=X*} 
which coincides obviously with the set of all projection observables, i.e., all 
exacts events: 
P(r) = n(r). 
Therefore, the projections of the involutive semigroup @(I-) are just the 
exact events (projection observables) of the classical information system. 
An ordering relation is canonically induced on the set of all projections 
P(r) of any involutive semigroup according to the definition 
(4) XI 6x2 iff xl =xI’x2 
which is just the ordering relation of Z7(r) according to (or) in the 
previous section. 
For every element cp from the set of all fuzzy events P”(r) we get the two 
non-decreasing monotone sequences 
(a) O<cp<q~“*<(p”~<(p”~“< ... 61, 
(b) O<~p~<cp<cp’~*+p’~*~ ‘6 ... 61 
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which are both convergent and then setting 
x(q) : = lim q”*’ 
we have that 
0, 
x(cp)= l L 
for q(x) = 0 
for q(x) # 0 
therefore, x(q) is the greatest exact event associated to cp according to 
II, 21. 
The properties of the greatest exact event associated to cp are the 
following: 
(i) x(cP)=x.-~~o,II~ 
(ii) cp G x(cp), 
(iii) %(cp) = %(X((P)) =%Mcp1’2’)h 
(iv) Y;(v) c c4qM~)). 
With the help of the greatest exact event associated to a fuzzy event we 
shall introduce on @(I-) the mapping 
.b: @(I’) + n(r) 
defined as 
-b 
cp := 1 -X(ldl)=x~-q(O)). 
The element gb is called the generalized Brouwerian complement 
associated to 4. 
Of course, the Brouwerian complement associated to any exact event xE 
is just the natural complement xE. 
In this way, the set of all complex fuzzy events has a structure of com- 
mutative involutory semigroup with Brouwerian complement 
km-), 0, 1, ., *, b), 
moreover, from the obvious relation 
@,.$b2=0 iff 42=(Cl)b452, 
it follows that (&(I’), 0, 1, ., *, “) is a Baer*-semigroup. 
Using the Brouwerian complement we introduce the set of all closed pro- 
jections, defined as 
Pb(I-) := {Xdyf-): (x”)“=x}, 
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but also in this case we immediately get that 
Yh( I‘) = ;P( I‘) = z7( f). 
The set of all fuzzy events .9(f) has then two very interesting structures: 
(a) commutative Baer*-semigroup 
(F(f), 0, 1, ., id, .‘) 
which is a sub-Baer*-semigroup of the set of all complex fuzzy events; 
(b) weak non-degenerate orthocomplemented poset 
(F”(f), (41, 6, h, 
where 6 is the usual ordering relation on non-negative functions and 
‘: F-(r) + F-(r) is the Brouwerian orthocomplementation which satisfies 
the properties 
(oc-i) 
(oc-ii) 
(oc-iii ) 
Y’(f) is the set of all closed projections both of the Baer*-semigroup 
@(ZJ and of the Baer*-semigroup B(T). From the general theory of com- 
mutative Baer*-semigroups we have that (P’(r), 0, 1, 6, b), where 6 is 
the ordering relation defined by (4) and .’ the Brouwerian complement, 
which in this case is the natural set complementation, is an orthocom- 
plemented distributive (i.e., Boolean) lattice. 
Once we consider the set of all classical fuzzy events Y(f) we can 
introduce the equivalence relation 
'pl"(P2 iff %~cp,)=%(cp2) 
iffcp;‘((O, ll)=cp~‘((O, 11). 
The quotient set pr(,,( f) = F(r)/ N is the family of all noperties of the 
classical information system. The equivalence class generated by cp E B(f) 
will be denoted by [q]tO, ; this equivalence class represents a noperty of the 
system whose associated certainly no domain L$( [v](~,) is the certainly no 
domain of one of its elements. Notice that it is not possible to associate a 
certainly yes domain to a noperty. 
For any noperty Cvlco,, there exists the element I which is indepen- 
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dent from the element which represents the equivalence class [qlCO,, for 
which the following properties hold: 
(1) X(cp)EWU 
(2) %(x((P)) = %4pg(C~lco,) 
(3) 4 6 x(cp) for any 4~ Cvlco,. 
Moreover, we have that 
(4) cpb=l-x((P) 
from which it follows 
cp bb = x(cp). 
The exact event x(q) according to (1) and (2) may be considered as an 
ideal classical device which measures with infinite accuracy the noperty 
C~l(O,~ the other elements from [cplCO, owing to (2) and (3) are fuzzy 
realizations of this device, with a corresponding degree of fuzziness 
expressed by (3). In a dual manner we can also consider the equivalence 
relation 
cp,zfpz iff .%((P,)=X((P2) 
iffcp~‘({1~)=~~‘({1~). 
In this case the quotient set pr(,,(T) = F(r)/= is the family of all 
properties CvltI,, whose certainly yes domain Y;( [p](, ,) is the certainly 
yes domain of one of its representatives. 
The orthogonal projection xc, ,(cp) = ~,u,~c~,,l,~ satisfies the conditions 
(1’) x,l,(cp)Emr) 
(2’) Z(X,l,(cp)) = Z(CVl(I,) 
(3’) xc,,(cp) d 4 for any 4 E [Irpl~j. 
zCI ,(cp) represents an ideal classical device which measures without noise 
and imprecision the property [cJI],~, while the other elements of this 
equivalence class are fuzzy realizations, i.e., concretely constructable 
apparatuses, of the same property (see [3]). 
4. QUANTUM INFORMATION SYSTEM BASED ON A HILBERT SPACE 
In this section we outline the structural properties of quantum infor- 
mation systems based on a Hilbert space, underlining the formal analogies 
with the classical case. 
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A quantum information system based on a Hilbert space is a triplet 
(I(,X), 8(X), Yp(.X )), where 3’ is a complex separable, infinite-dimen- 
sional Hilbert space, and 
(a) I’(.# ) is the collection of all one-dimensional linear subspaces of 
-2 and 
(b) W(X) is the collection of all subspaces, i.e., closed linear 
manifolds, of 2. 
The set Yp(&) will be introduced afterwards in the present section. 
6(,X) is the set of all exact quantum events and the structure (8(.# ), 
(a), *H, E, ‘) is a weak modular orthocomplemented complete (atomic) 
lattice with respect to the usual set inclusion and the annihilation mapping 
which associates to any subspace .M of .F its annihilator 
.ffl := (.KE& (x / .U)=O) 
which is a subspace too. 
Precisely, the set inclusion L is a partial ordering relation on 8(X ), for 
the following properties hold: 
Since {a} G .K G .%“, the poset a(X) is bounded by the trivial elements 
{a). and X of 8(Z). 
8(X) is a complete lattice since for any family iiJZ/%: 2 E A ] of elements 
from 8(X) we have that 
which in the particular case of two exact events J2’, , ~2’~ E &(I?) assume the 
form 
The annihilation mapping I: 8”(H) + a(Z) which assigns to any sub- 
space JR of 8(Z) the subspace J@ i is an orthocomplementation, i.e., it 
satisfies the properties 
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(oc-i) &f#f=&tg~i for every JZ E J?(X) 
(oc-ii) JH,GJ& implies Jhf:~Jl: 
(oc-iii) A!. A .AfL = (0) for every &! G &(2@). 
Also in the quantum Hilbertian case an orthogonality relation can be 
induced from orthocomplementation according to the definition 
(WI 
and this orthogonality relation only implies the disjointedness of the 
corresponding subspaces: .&‘, n ~2’~ = {O}. 
With the help of the orthogonality relation, we can define the com- 
patibility relation according to 
(corn 1 . K, - I t& iff there exist three mutually 
orthogonal events .4?,, .4&, J,, such that 
, &‘, = .&?, v .J& and ~2’~ = J& v J&. 
However, unlike the classical case, there exist couples of events A,, 
cJf2 E 8(X’) which are not mutually compatible. This is a quite important 
behaviour which differentiates the quantum case from the classical one. 
Linked to this remark is another property, which also distinguishes the 
quantum from the classical case, namely, the distributive laws do not hold. 
We can only assure the weak modular or orthomodular law 
( om-i ) implies 
which is equivalent to the statements 
(om-ii) 
(om-iii) 
implies A!, = (A$ v d*) A JY; 
implies JZ, i--c, ~J&$. 
We shall denote by .&h(X) the set of all mappings T: 2’ + &’ which are 
linear and bounded. 
.,$A(%) is a C*-algebra with respect to the operations 
top-i) 
(op-ii) 
(op-iii) 
(T, + T,)(x) : = T,(x) + Tz(x) 
(ET)(X) : = ct. T(x) 
(Z-1 0 T,)(x) := T,(T,(x)L 
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the involution 1,(,4y ) + tJ,SY ) which associates to any element T of 
I;(N) the corresponding adjoint operator T*. and the norm 
(no) I/TIl/ =su~il(Tv I $>I: llcpll = lI$ll = 1 i 
An interesting subset of .,1;(X) is the set 
I&(.%):= {AE,t;(x): (Aq I cp)ER,VcpE.%f) 
of all self-adjoint and bounded operators from ./t~(,Y). Any element of 
C,(X) represents a bounded observable of the system and in this case we 
have that 
(no-i) II&. =sWI<Av I cp)l: llvIl= 11. 
From the algebraic point of view we have that 
(ob-i) (A,+A,)EQ,(X’) for every A,, A,6&(2) 
(ob-ii) (cd) E OJ.Y?) for every E E R! and every A E &(X’) 
(ob-iii) (A, ‘1 A>) E 0,,(%) iff [A,, A,] =O. 
Therefore, the non-commutativity of the composition in the algebra 
UtJX) turns on the property that the composition of the observables is 
not always an observable. 
For any subspace JEE(.#) we can consider the bounded observable 
E /,I X + X which associates to any vector .Y E 2, univocally decomposed 
into the direct sum x /, + x ‘;, with x /, E .I and x f,I E J%!~, its projection x t/ 
onto the subspace 3. 
E [, is an orthogonal projection, i.e., it satisfies the conditions 
(pii) E N is linear 
(pj-ii) E w is bounded 
(pj-iii) EN is self-adjoint, E*, = E,, 
hi-iv 1 E., is idempotent, ET,, = E,, 
The set of all orthogonal projections, as .4’ runs in &(I?), is denoted by 
n(x):= {E,L+kqx)} 
and then we can identify 
cqzf)~I7(x) 
AZ ‘41 E.,. 
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Also in the Hilbert space case it is possible to translate the orthocom- 
plemented ordered structure of a(&?) into the set n(Z) by the algebraic 
rules 
We have now all the elements to introduce L$(X) according to 
(c) for any x E r we define the generalized measure pti, on n(X) 
generated by $ 1 E x\ { tJ> as 
P,,(E) := C-W, I $,> 
and we denote the collection of all such measures by YP(X) as x runs in f 
and $, runs in x\{Q), 
The points x E r represent the “states” of the quantum physical system 
and the measures c(~, E <YP(X’) are the “preparation procedures,” performed 
by macroscopic apparatuses, to obtain ensembles of physical systems in the 
state x. Sometimes we shall say that the vector rc/, represents the 
preparation procedure of the system in the state x. 
For any quantum event E E Z7(%) the function 
P(x; E) := s for $.Ex\{O) 
is independent from the vector $\- which represents the preparation 
procedure in the state x and is a real number included in the closed interval 
[0, 11. Rather that a membership function (1) is interpreted as the 
occurrence probability of the event E when the system is in the state x. In 
this way pti, is a “frequence” or “intensity” function of the physical ensem- 
ble prepared in the state x according to the prodecure pIL,. 
We can introduce the function ,LQ,: 0JX’) + [w defined as 
and define 
(2) (x; A) := H 
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which is the mean value of the observable A in the state s. From the pure 
mathematical point of view w-e can also consider the complex function pV,-: 
t,(N) + C generated by 9, E .Y! it31 and defined as 
and then we extend (2) to . 1~J.K) according to 
(2-i) (x; T) := s 
5. FIJZZY EVENTS AND COMPLEX FUZZY EVENTS IN 
HILBERTIAN INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
With the aim of a unified approach to fuzzy questions, both in the 
classical and quantum cases, to any operator Te..Vj(X) we associate the 
“numerical range” function 
The collection of all numerical range functions as T runs in t;(X) will 
be denoted by t,( r(X)). 
Of course, according to the properties 
(op-i )’ f , T, + I-?1 = fr, + .f’I, 
(op-ii)’ f;;., , = 4f’, 
(op-iii)’ .f‘r* = (.f‘7)* 
.,b,(/‘(.K)) turns out to be a complex linear space with involution whereas 
the composition operation does not show the same regular behaviour since 
we have that 
The mapping ,4h( X) + I 1 j,( /‘( Y)) defined as T -+ ,fT is an isomorphism 
of involutory complex linear spaces which allows us to identify &i(X) and 
i l/i(r(X)) as complex linear spaces with involution. In this context, the 
observables from A$(%‘), whose collection we have denoted by &(G%?)), are 
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identified with the self-adjoint elements from &Jr(X)), whose collection 
will be denoted by &$,(I(%‘)). 
According to (no-i) in the previous section, the norm of any operator 
A E C,(X) is expressed by the numerical range function in the following 
way 
(no) IlAll, =~~~{l,~~,(~~~l:~~~~}=lIf~IIr. 
For any quantum exact event EEI~(X) we set 
AIL := (W, I ti\->/II+,-II* (with k E s I {Q}) to denote the corresponding 
element from C,(T(X)). 
Let us now consider the structure 
(W-@)), + 3 ‘(R), 6 1 
which is an ordered real linear space with respect to the ordering relation 
(or) 
This ordering is generated by the convex cone (with vertex in the zero 
element) of all positive elements 
P;(x):= {AE@h(AY):fA>O}. 
Of course, A, < A, iff (A2 - A ,) d 0, moreover, it is a standard result of 
Hilbert space theory that if E,, E, E Z7(%) then 
(2) E, = E, c Ez iff vE, < vE2. 
Therefore, the ordering (or) introduced in the set of all bounded obser- 
vables is an extension of the ordering (or) defined in the previous section 
on the set of all quantum exact events. 
In analogy with the classical information systems we introduce the set of 
all quuntum fu::.r events as the collection of bounded observables defined 
as 
and the set of all complex quantum fuzzy events defined as 
SqZ) := {k”igx): 06 IfpI d 1) 
= {~MW0):0~ I& I cp)l d lItill IIVII). 
Therefore, the quantum fuzzy events according to our terminology are 
just the “effects” of Ludwig’s approach to axiomatic foundation of quantum 
mechanics (see, for instance, [ 81). 
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From the definition of the set #(Y) it follows that any complex quan- 
tum fuzzy event is a contraction operator. i.e., 
(3) P&(H) implies IIFII < 1. 
This result assures us that @(,#) is closed with respect to composition. 
i.e., 
(4) let r’, , P1 E .&(Z ) then (p, p=2)~.@(CX’). 
Indeed, 06 I<~,~ p2$ I q7)l G lIp?l -p,$ll Ilvll d ll$ll IId. 
Moreover, it is trivial that 
(5) f* E<LQf) for any FE S(X ). 
In conclusion, the collection of all complex quantum fuzzy events 
(9q.;Y),O, 1, , .*) 
is an involutive semigroup with zero and unit with respect to: 
(a) Composition opcwtion, since it is easy to prove 
properties are satisfied: 
(p-i 1 I’, (F2 E,,=(E, x, & 
(pr-ii) F o=o for every FE ,+( 27 
(pr-iii ) p~,l=p for every FE .F(.S 
(pr-iv) i- f?=o implies F=o. 
(b) Involution, according to (.5), for which we get 
(in-i) (p*)* = p 
(in-ii) (F&,*=&i”;. 
hat the following 
A quite different behaviour is shown by quantum fuzzy events since 
.9(H) is not closed with respect to composition; at any rate it is possible 
to prove that if F,, F3 E 9(X) with [F,, F2] = 0 then 0 <F, r) F, d 1 and 
thus 
The set of‘ ull quantum ,fk~~ events is closed with respect to 
couples $ elements lvhich mutually commutute. 
We remember that for any operator TE Ah(H) the operator T* c’ T is 
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positive and then there is one and only one positive operator, denoted by 
1 TI, such that 
IT/‘= T*aT. 
Sometimes we shall also write 1 TI = (T* 0 T)“‘. 
Different from the classical case, the set of all fuzzy events 
is now a partial semigroup, with zero and unit, and trivial involution; the 
composition is defined for couples of commuting fuzzy events only. 
At any rate, it is still possible to define the canonical,fuzzy mapping 
which is well defined since we shall now prove that 
(6) IFI ES(X) for every P=E&(X). 
Indeed, the operator IFI is positive and then 0 < 181. Moreover, if 
FE.$(.~) then /PI < 1, as it is easy to see from 
111~1~11~=~1~12~111/>=~~*~~1~~=11~~112 
6 IIW llW6 IIN 
from which it follows (IpI $ I II/) 6 II IpI $11 ll$ll d Ilt,lI’. 
The canonical fuzzy projection satisfies the properties 
(b-i 1 
(fp-ii) 
I IPI I = IFI 
IF*1 = IPI * = IFI. 
Obviously IPI* = IP( since 1fiI is positive (and then self-adjoint); the 
equality IF*1 = IFI is a standard result of functional analysis. In this way 
we have proved (fp-ii) from which it follows 
i.e., (fp-i). 
The general theory of involutive semigroup allows us to induce in the 
non-commutative involutive semigroup 
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the set of all semigroup projections 
Y(N):= ~E&(.Y):E’=E=E*) 
on which an ordering relation is canonically defined according to the 
definition 
(7) E, 6E, it-f E, = E, t~ E,. 
Therefore, also in the hilbertian case 
the prqjections of’ the (non-commutative) involutive semigroup 
@(Y) of all complex fuzzy events are precise1.y the exact yuan- 
turn events of the quantum information system, with the 
traditionul ordering relation of orthogonal projections 
Y( .A ) = n( .7? ). 
6. CLASSICAL PROBABILITY PATTERN GENERATED BY 
A QUANTUM INFORMATION SYSTEM 
Summarizing the previous results, starting from a quantum-information 
system based on a Hilbert space (r(K), W(X), th(3‘)) we have construc- 
ted 
(a) the phase space of all states of the physical system, denoted by 
r(x)? 
(b) the set of all numerical range functions induced by operators 
from t,(GF), denoted by j IJf(.X)). The numerical range functions 
generated by observables from &(.W’) can be interpreted as mean value 
functions of the corresponding observable. 
We now represent the set of all quantum exact events a(# ) by a par- 
ticular class of subsets of the phase space. 
Precisely, for any subspace A! E 8’(Z) we construct the subset E(.M) of 
the phase space I’(Y) defined as 
and we shall denote by gq(f(2)) the collection of all such subsets as , M 
runs in 8(.%?): 
&,(l-(2’)) := {E(A): .&EC?(~)} 
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Of course, the mapping a(%‘) -+ &&f(X)), 4’ -+ E(.1) is one-to-one and 
onto and then we can identify 
according to 
This identification has the trivial properties 
Remurk. Let f be a non-empty set. From an abstract point of view we 
introduce the notion of complete n-lattice of subsets of r as a collection 
d<,(r) of subsets which satisfy 
(ii) let {E,: ME A) be any family of elements from &q(f) then 
n {E,: a E A ) is an element from gq(T) too. 
Of course (~9~,(r), c ) equipped with the usual set inclusion is a complete 
lattice bounded by the elements QJ and ZY 
The only trouble with this lattice is produced by the join relative to the 
ordering relation. Indeed, if we consider the simple case of two elements 
E, , Ez from g;,(C), whereas their meet is precisely the set intersection 
E, A E,=E,nE,, 
the corresponding join is, in general, a set which contains the set union 
E, v.q=fJ ~EE~~;(~):E,~E,E,~E}~E,uE,. 
Returning to &,(r(X)) we can further on identify 
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and then it is possible to introduce on J(,( T(,X )) an orthocomplementation 
‘: ~?~,(f(.%)) +8&Q??))) dctined as 
[E(el’l)]’ := E(,//‘) 
for which the following properties hold: 
(oc-i ) Gal = f-(cx ), fj.rn) = p? 
(oc-ii ) E(,.ff,)GE(.h$) implies E(.A2)- GE(.M,)- 
(oc-iii) E(M) A E(.,fl)’ = @, E(.K) v E(,l)l = f(,#) 
(oc-iv) E(. bf)” = E(d). 
DEFINITION 1. Let r be a non-empty set. A collection &&I’) of subsets 
of f is called a compktc Q-lattice iff it is an orthocomplemented complete 
n-lattice. 
With regard to orthocomplementation, as we have previously 
underlined, the following results hold: 
@=E(.N) A E(,/i’)~=E(.~)nE(,I’/)’ 
and 
f-(.X)= E(.N) v E(.J)‘zE(.N)u E(.W)’ 
So we have introduced a “quantum probability space” based on the 
phase space T(X) which agrees with the philosophy presented by Suppes 
[9] but which differs from the algebraic solutions adopted and successively 
developed by Gudder [6, 71. In particular, our orthocomplementation is 
totally different from the set complementation adopted by these authors: 
E(.M)l G E(cK)‘. 
Therefore, starting from a quantum information system based on the 
Hilbert space .K, (T(X)), e(X), I tj,(Z)), we have constructed a represen- 
tation of this structure in a quantum probability space (r(Z), c$(~(X) ), 
/ 1 h(f(X))). That is, a triplet whose elements are explicitly: 
(a) a phase space I’(.X ) of all physical states, 
lb) an orthocomplemented complete n-lattice 8&r(X)) which 
represents the set of all quantum events from 8(X), 
(cl a complex linear space with involution $;(I(,%‘)), of all 
numerical range functions generated by the elements from ~ l/&F). 
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Of course, (f$(r(A?)), C, .‘) has the additional property to be 
orthomodular (like g”(X) is). 
We now can proceed to construct the classical probability space or pat- 
tern generated by the quantum probability space (r(Z), &&T(Z)), 
.~;,(U~x))). 
Let us remember that if f is a non-empty set, 0, and CJ* two o-algebras 
of subsets from f, we say that gz is finer than (r, (or C, is coarser than a,), 
wrrtten G, d 07, if each subset of r which is measurable with respect to 0, 
is also measurable with respect to CJ?. 
Then, the set of all g-algebras of subsets from r is a partial ordered set 
which is a complete lattice, because the intersection of any collection of 
such a-algebras are o-algebras too. This allows the following construction. 
DEFINITION 2. Let ,f;: r + @ ( TE i 1‘) be mappings from r into the 
measurable space (C, .4(C)), .3(C) being the usual Bore1 a-algebra 
generated by the natural topology on complex numbers; the coarsest 
o-algebra on f making all the functionalsfT (TEN) measurable is called 
the initial or projective cr-algebra with respect to the family JV. The projec- 
tive a-algebra generated by the family I t” will be denoted by 6, (Z). 
In conclusion if we take into account a quantum probability space, we 
can construct the projective o-algebra on f(X)), generated by the family of 
functionals t,(f(,X )) and denoted by 6, h(IJ.#)). In this way we have 
obtained a classical probahilit~* space, (f(X), &, ,(f(Z)), &f(X))), i.e., 
a triplet where 
(a) f(X) is the phase space of all physical states, 
(b) 6, ,,(f(X)) is the o-algebra of subsets of f(H) which represents 
the exact events of the classical pattern associated to the quantum 
probability space, 
(c) / li(f(.w)) is the set of all bounded b, ,(I(%))-measurable map- 
pings ,fi r(X) + @ whose self-adjoint elements are the “observable? of this 
classical pattern. 
From the above definition of &,(r(X)) it is trivial to obtain that 
A;(f(‘7?)) c .4{(f(2q). 
Remembering the identifications 
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the numerical range function bijectively associated to the exact quantum 
event E(. k’) is given by 
I 
1, 
\I,.;(./, ,(.v) : = 0, 
.YE E(.N) 
.Y E E( I N ) 
I 
(E,,li/\ I li/,> 
Il$,ll’ ’ 
XEf(.N) 1 E(.K)uE(.K)‘, 
which, in the classical probability pattern associated to the quantum 
system, represents a fuzzy event with certainly yes domain I$..&‘)), certainly 
no domain E(A)’ and an indeterminate domain r(-G) 1 E(.A!) u E(,4Z)1. 
Obviously, since , } r 1 is a Bore1 subset of C, we have that 
and so &‘,(f(,X)) E A , ,( I‘(X )), moreover from the fact that the functionals 
v:,~ E. th(r(.X)), we have that all the singletons 1.~;. belong to 8, ,(f(,X)), 
i.e., the classical probability pattern is totally or atomic (see [I I). Sum- 
marizing, to a quantum information system 
we have associated a quantum probability space 
from which the following classic probability pattern is generated 
Regarding (QP) and (CP) the two inclusions hold: 
(1) qf(.#‘)) G 6 ( ,,( f(,4 )) 
where 
(la) E‘,(T(.;v’)) is an atomic complete Q-lattice, i.e., an atomic 
orthocomplemented (orthomodular) complete n-lattice with E(,J%‘)~ G E’, 
and 
(lb) 6, ,(I-(%)) is an orthocomplemented distributive a-lattice. The 
orthocomplementation is the usual set complementation E”. 
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where 
(2a) L IJIJ.;Y )) is a complex linear space with involution and 
(2b) L ti(r(.#)) is a complex C’*-algebra. 
The most relevant features of these constructions are the following: 
- To the quantum event E(.C!) in (QP) there bijectively corresponds 
the fuzzy event rll, ,,, in (CP). 
~ This result does not exclude that the classical exact events xL;( ,,, exist 
in (CP) but they are not elements of the structure (QP). 
We conclude this section by expressing the properties of the family of 
fuzzy events Se(f(.#)) := {v. ,,,: E(.K)E&~(I’(X))} which represent in 
(CP) the quantum exact events from (QI) or, equivalently, from (QP). In 
the sequel, as long as there is no confusion, we shall set, for short, $.= 
( \I 1. : E E CT<, ; 
(i) I’,~, = \I~..~ iff v,,‘( { 1 i ) = vi?‘( ( 1 }), 
(ii) r,,,(s) < vcJ(s), VX iff r,,‘( { 1 )) E v;~‘( { 1 ) ), 
(iii) for every collection (11~. . r E A i from cq there exists an element v 
from ,e such that 11 ‘((l),=fN ‘({I},, 
(iv) for every EE 4, there exists EL E 8<, such that 
Vi:(S) + V1.I(.Y) = 1 for every x E f(X). 
From the previous properties it easily follows that 
and then we also get that 
(i 1’ tlL, = vtz iff vE,‘( (0)) = vi.>‘( {O}), 
(ii)’ vL, 6 vEz iff vL;‘( {O}) G v,,‘( IO}), 
(iii)’ for every collection {v 2: c( E A } from se there exists an element v 
from $ such that v ‘({O)) = n v, ‘((0)). 
7. EXACT AND FUZZY QUANTUM PROPERTIES 
As we have seen in the previous section, quantum exact events are 
represented in the classical probability pattern as classical fuzzy events 
which satisfy the properties (i))(iv). 
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If we consider the partial involutive semigroup 
(.F(X),O,l,( -, ).id) 
of all quantum fuzzy events, which is a partial semigroup since the com- 
position operation is defined for couples of commutative elements only, 
their representation in the classical pattern provides classical fuzzy events 
too. Indeed, for every FE.Y(.V) we have 
For any quantum fuzzy event FE 9(,X ) we introduce: 
(1 ) The certainly yrs domain 
.‘d(F)=qfi’((IJ) 
(2) the certainly no domain 
>/i;(F) = ‘Pa ‘( (0)) 
The aim of this section is to characterize the classical fuzzy events, which 
in the classical pattern represent the quantum exact events, with respect to 
the classical fuzzy events, which in the classical pattern represent quantum 
fuzzy events. 
As a first step, we introduce on the set of all quantum fuzzy events 
9(.K) an equivalence relation, denoted by m and defined as 
(eq) F,-F? iff $,( F, ) = CqJ( Fz). 
The quotient set Y(S)\ - will be denoted by prco,(X) and physically it 
will represent the set of all physical noperties which can be measured inside 
the quantum information system associated to the physical system under 
examination. 
We shall now show that to any equivalence class from pr(,,,(X) there 
belongs a unique quantum exact event, which gives an exact representation 
of the noperty associated to the equivalence class, whereas any other 
elements of this equivalence class give a fuzzy representation of the same 
noperty. 
More exactly, if we consider a quantum fuzzy event 
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we can construct the two sequences of operators 
and then it is easy to prove that there exist the two strong limits 
(a-i) s-lim F’ “’ = : E(F), 
(b-i) s-lim F’ 2”~~‘. 
From (a) and (b) it follows immediately that E(F) = E(F)‘, i.e., E(F) is 
an orthogonal projection or a quantum exact event. Moreover, it is now 
easy to prove that 
(i) E(F) = Ez, 
(ii) F6 E(F), 
(iii) E(F) - F, 
(iv) $,(E(F))=$j(F)=r~(F’2”), 
(v) .Cd(F)s:/;(E(F)), 
and the further useful identifications 
(vi) .q,(E(F))=Ker(E(F))=Ker(F)=Ker(F”2”), 
(vi) ,U;i(E(F))= Ker(1 -E(F)). 
Parts (i) and (ii) are quite obvious; we prove the other ones. 
Prof$ (iii) 
(E(F) F$ 1 $) = (lim F”“‘F$ 1 $) =lim(F’/2”F$ 1 II/) 
= lim (FF”‘“IG/ 1 $ ) = lim ( F’12”$ 1 F$ ) 
= (lim F”“‘$ I Fe) = (E(F) ‘,b / F$) = (FE(F) ‘+b I $) 
(iv) Since F d E(F) obviously Y”(E(F)) c ,u?(F); let now 
(F$ I $ ) = 0 then /I F’j”$Il = 0 from which F’“$ = Q follows; in the same 
manner 11 F’ “II/ 11 = (F’j ‘$ / $ ) = 0 and so on, obtaining that FL”“@ = Q for 
every n E N. Therefore the sequence Fe, F’12$, F’141C/,... converges to the 
vector zero, i.e., E(F) $ = lim F’!“‘$ = 0. 
Let $ E .‘Y(F) then we have seen that F’!‘II/ = Q from which we get 
(F’ ‘$ 1 ‘,b ) = 0, i.e., $ E,~(F’!~). On the contrary, let $ E L$,(F”‘), i.e., 
(F”II/I~)=O,thenOd(F~/~)d(F’:2~I~)=O,i.e.,~~Yo(F).Inthe 
same way it is easy to prove that ,u?,(F) = ,U?,(F”‘“). 
(v) Let (F$ ) $)= Il$lI’ then IIF”‘I,II = /111/11 but, since F< 
F’!’ d E(F), we get that (F$ / II/ ) d ( F’12$ I $ ) < (E(F) $ I $ ) from which 
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~~(i/~~‘=~iF”~ll’6~lE(~)~ll-‘~1l~l~ follows. and then (E(F)$ / $)= 
lll/l12. 
(vi) (E(F)II/ 1 t/1)=0 iff iIE(F)$ll’=O iff E(F)IC/=Q. 
RCWld. From the physical point of view any quantum fuzzy event is 
interpreted as a yes-no measurement of a “fuzzy” noperty which, in a first 
step, is associated to F solely and which will be denoted by the same sym- 
bol. More exactly, F can be regarded as a filter which selects among the 
physical systems of an ensemble prepared in a state .Y according to a 
preparation procedure t/j ~ E X/X 0 , r ‘, the elements with the “fuzzy” property F 
producing a new ensemble F$,. 
The number II@ ,Il’ is the “intensity” of the original ensemble while the 
number (F$, 1 $, > = 11 F’ I$, 11’ is the “intensity” of the selected ensemble. 
The filtering property is expressed by the relation (F$ ~ I I,//, ) < Ii+, I/ ’ and 
thus 
P(.u; F) = (W, I $.y> 
li*,ll’ 
is the occurrence probability of the fuzzy noperty F when the system is 
prepared according to the procedure $, in the state X. 
However, the elements of the new ensemble Ft+b. , for the “fuzziness” of 
the filter F, have “forgotten” the noperty F with regards to which they have 
been selected. Indeed, 
On the contrary, F has filtered the elements of the ensemble $, in such a 
way that they possess the exact noperty E(F). Indeed, since F$ ~ E g(E(F)), 
we obtain that 
PW.; E(F)) = (E(F)fV, I W,) = I, 
IIW,l12 
For these reasons it is more correct to interpret any equivalence class 
relative to (eq) as describing a unique physical noperty of the system 
represented by the unique exact filter which belongs to it. Of course, the 
noperty (or exact event) E can also be measured by any other fuzzy filter 
(or fuzzy event) from the equivalence class singled out by [Elc,,,. 
The link among the exact and the fuzzy filters of the same noperty [EJco, 
is given by 
P(x; F) d P(x; E) for any FE [El,,,,. 
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That is, the exact filter of a physical noperty [E](“, is the less selective 
among all the other fuzzy filters from the same noperty. Moreover, the 
exact filter which represents a physical noperty is compatible, i.e., 
simultaneously measurable, with any other fuzzy filter which represents the 
same noperty. 
Let now 11/0 be a preparation procedure of an ensemble of physical 
systems for which I’($,; F) =O; then F$, is the zero ensemble since 
(F$,, ( ILo) =0 implies /jF”2$,11 = 0 from which F”‘$,= 0 follows and 
then F$,= F”‘(F’;2$,)=0. Since, by the (iv), we have that P($O; F)= 
I’($,; E(F)) we conclude that F and the corresponding exact filter E(F) do 
not transmit any element of the ensemble $“. 
Coming back to a quantum probability space 
and the corresponding classic probability pattern generated by it 
we have seen that the quantum exact events are represented in (CP) by a 
family $( T(X)) = ( II,;: E E 8(, ) of classical fuzzy events for which proper- 
ties (i)-(iv) hold. 
The quantum fuzzy events are represented in (CP) by classical fuzzy 
events too, according to the definition 
cp,,(.u)= (+, 1 F’h,) 
I11c/\I12 ’
$,.-E.Y/(O}. 
The set of all classic fuzzy events generated by quantum fuzzy events 
from 3(H) will be denoted by 
F(f(Y)) := {‘pp FEF(H))). 
On 9(f(H)) we introduce the equivalence relation defined as 
(eq 1 cp I:, - cp h> iff cpI;,‘({O})=cp,-2’({01) 
and the quotient set 9(ZJX’))/- will be denoted by pr(I’(,X)). Of course, 
F, - Fz iff (pF, - (p,.>. Moreover, the link between z.(QZ’)) and F(fJX)), 
is expressed by the property; 
(v) For ewvy [~]~~,~pr(r(.X)) there exists EEC$(~‘(~‘)) such that 
\jE-E Cvlco, and cpl d vlT.for every cpI E Cvlco,. 
This property completes the collection of properties (i))(iv) stated at the 
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end of the previous section which may be assumed as an interesting 
starting point for an axiomatic approach to quantum questions founded on 
a classical probability pattern. 
8. QUANTUM FUZZY BAER*-SEMIGROUPS 
In Section 5 we have shown that the set of all quantum fuzzy events 
(.a.% LO, I, ‘. *, I I ) 
has a structure of involutive semigroup with canonical fuzzy projection. In 
this section we shall prove that #(.fl) is a Baer*-semigroup, in general 
non-commutative. 
For this aim we introduce the mapping 
,“: .8(,X) + 2y.H ) 
defined as 
P=” := 1 -E(lF~)=E,,,,-$1 
from which we have that 
Ph = E( I PI ). 
LEMMA. Ker()p’/)=Ker(E)=Ker(E(lF=/)). 
Pm$ Let cp E Ker( IpI ) then 0 = Ipi’ cp = F*~cP and thus 
0= (F*Fy I y) = l~Fyj~2 
so py = 0 i.e., cp E Ker(F). Let cp E Ker(p), then ~CQ = Q and so E*FcQ = Q 
from which we have Ipi’ cp = 0 which implies 0 = ( jEIZ cp I cp) = /I IpI cp/I*, 
i.e., cp E Ker( 1 @I ). 
We have now the elements for proving that 
(.Y&(x‘), 0, 1, ‘, *, y 
is a Baer*-semigroup; more precisely that the mapping 
.h: 2&(X) + ,‘p(.#) 
satisfies the condition 
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or equivalently 
P,&=Q iff E(IP’,j)E,=O. 
Proof: Let F, “F2 =0 then p,(fi2zcp) =Q for every cp ~2, i.e., 
p2p E Ker(p,) and from the lemma we get that c2cp E Ker(E( IF,])), i.e., 
E(Ii’,I)p2~=Q for every cp~2 obtaining that E(IF,/)D~~=O. 
On the contrary, let E( IF, I ) o p2 = 0 then 
that is, P, c p2 = 0. 
The set of all quantum fuzzy events is then structured in two different 
ways: 
(a) partial Baer*-semigroup 
(9(X), 0, 1, ( - o), id, .b), 
lb) M,eak degenerate orthocomplemented poset 
(S(X), 0, 1, 6, .b) 
where < is the partial ordering induced on F(2) from Q,(Y?) and .b the 
mapping 9(X’) -+ P(H), P+ Fb = .EHCFjI which satisfies the properties 
(oc-i) FbPb 
(oc-ii ) F, < F, implies FLj < e. 
(oc-iii) F A Fb = 0, VFcB(X) 
The property (oc-i) is (ii) of Section 7 applied to Y(Z). For proving 
(oc-ii) let F, d F, then <u?,(J’,) s Yf(F,) and thus YO(E(F,)) c YO(E(F,)) 
which implies E( F, ) d E(F,), i.e., 1 - E(F,) d 1 - E(F, ) concluding that 
Fr<Fy. 
In analogy with the classical case, for any quantum fuzzy event F the 
element Fh = I - E(F) is called the Brouweriun complement of F. On the 
other hand, if E is a quantum complex fuzzy event then ib = 1 - E( IPI ) is 
called the generalized Brouwerian complement of i? 
We shall remember that in any weak degenerate orthocomplemented 
poset the kernel of orthocomplementation, denoted by Mb, is defined as 
Mb : = {FE F(2): F< Fb}. 
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The Brouwerian complement allows us to introduce on .9(-A ) the 
Brouwerian orthocomplementation 
Once we are given the Baer*-semigroup (.&(N), 0, 1, , *. h, with the 
corresponding set of involutive projections 
.4(X)= (E&(H):E’=E=E*) 
we can construct the related set of all closed projections 
.Yh(X)= {EE.B(.H): Ehh= E). 
We shall observe that Eh = 1 - E, i.e., the Brouwerian complementation of 
an exact quantum event is just the natural orthocomplementation. 
From the general theory of Baer*-semigroup we have that 
(sh(s), 0, 1, 6, b) 
where < is the ordering relation defined by (7) in Section 5 and .’ the 
Brouwerian orthocomplementation is an orthocomplemented ortho- 
modular lattice. 
In conclusion, we have seen that both in the classical and in the quan- 
tum information systems we can construct the set of all complex fuzzy 
events, which is respectively a commutative and a non-commutative Baer*- 
semigroup. These different behaviours induce a different structure of the 
corresponding lattice of closed projections which is distributive in the 
classical case and orthomodular in the quantum one, according to the 
existence of couples of exact quantum events which are not simultaneously 
measurable. 
At any rate, the algebraic structure of fuzzy events is a Baer*-semigroup 
in the classical case, of course commutative, and a partial Baer*-semigroup 
in the quantum case, since the semigroup operation is defined for couples 
of commuting elements only. 
These considerations do agree with the results of another paper of ours 
(see [2]) in which it is shown that any abstract quantum logic is coor- 
dinatized by the partial Baer*-semigroup of all complex fuzzy events. 
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